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Automate your Invoice Capturing with Microsoft Dynamics 365

Challenges
Invoice processing is a challenging ordeal where manual invoicing procedures tend to be
expensive, labor-intensive, and vulnerable to human inaccuracies. Businesses often struggle
with obtaining a precise understanding of the invoice status.

This lack of clarity could potentially result in financial penalties if payments are
inadvertently overlooked. Inadequate management of invoices can impede the
development of healthy relationships with both suppliers and customers. Numerous
companies encounter these issues during the process of invoice capturing.

What do we offer?

DynaTech Systems' transformative approach dramatically slashes time expenditures, allowing IT
departments to place their trust in an Invoice Capturing solution seamlessly integrated into the
Dynamics 365 ecosystem.

We eradicate bottlenecks in the invoice processing pipeline so that businesses can nurture positive
relationships with both suppliers and customers. The Invoice Capturing solution oversees the
entire invoice lifecycle from the initial receipt and data capture to the intricate processes of
matching, coding, routing, culminating in the eventual approvals.
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Features & Benefits

Dynamics Integration
Bi-directional integration of Microsoft Dynamics 365 Finance and SCM and Microsoft
Dynamics 365 Customer Service for accurate invoice details capture.

Process Automation
Automation of monotonous processes with higher accuracy.

OCR Vendor Rules
Creation of rules and actions for multiple vendors through OCR software for capturing
significant information.

Cost & Paperwork
Less operational costs and paperwork.

Workflow Efficiency
Reduction of bottlenecks and delays in the approval process with automated workflows
and routing.

Regulatory Compliance
Compliance with the regulatory committee and government regulations.
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Why Choose DynaTech?

DynaTech Systems has been in the IT sector for more than a decade. Our experts pour all their dedication to craft perfectly curated
solutions exclusive to you.

With unwavering commitment, DynaTech Systems offers a wealth of proficient resources, 24/7 support, and a practical approach to
bolster your business endeavors.

Reach out to us via AppSource or arrange a demo session with us by contacting dynatechsupport@gmail.com
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